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When Not to
Write a Kubernetes Operator

Kubernetes: When to Use, and
When to Avoid, the Operator Pattern

https://rm-rf.ca/posts/2020/when-not-to-write-kubernetes-operator/
https://thenewstack.io/kubernetes-when-to-use-and-when-to-avoid-the-operator-pattern/


Pre-Operator ChecklistPre-Operator Checklist

 

Should this operator be wri�en at all?Should this operator be wri�en at all?
Should I write it?Should I write it?
What func�ons should my operator perform?What func�ons should my operator perform?
What API permissions will my operator need to perform those func�ons?What API permissions will my operator need to perform those func�ons?
What framework should I write my operator in?What framework should I write my operator in?



Injunc�on vs. informa�onInjunc�on vs. informa�on

 

Are you serious?Are you serious?
- Pre�y serious- Pre�y serious
- Not like, we-can't-be-friends-unless serious though- Not like, we-can't-be-friends-unless serious though
Are you saying operators are bad?Are you saying operators are bad?
- No! - No! Operators are good!Operators are good!
...in the proper places...in the proper places



What an operator is and isn'tWhat an operator is and isn't



Operators vs. controllersOperators vs. controllers

 

2016 -- CoreOS: 2016 -- CoreOS: 

"...applica�on-specific opera�onal knowledge encoded into so�ware"...applica�on-specific opera�onal knowledge encoded into so�ware
that leverages the powerful Kubernetes abstrac�ons to run andthat leverages the powerful Kubernetes abstrac�ons to run and
manage the applica�on correctly..."manage the applica�on correctly..."
 

Meant for managing stateful appsMeant for managing stateful apps
- All operators are controllers but NOT all controllers are operators!- All operators are controllers but NOT all controllers are operators!
- A controller that does nothing stateful is just a controller (and that's OK)- A controller that does nothing stateful is just a controller (and that's OK)

Introducing Operators: Pu�ng Opera�onal Knowledge into So�wareIntroducing Operators: Pu�ng Opera�onal Knowledge into So�ware

https://coreos.com/blog/introducing-operators.html


Deciding if you want an operatorDeciding if you want an operator





Case #1: No state needs managingCase #1: No state needs managing

 

No statefulnessNo statefulness

- or-- or-
Kubernetes has all the necessary state handlingKubernetes has all the necessary state handling



Case #2: Apps you maintainCase #2: Apps you maintain

 

Crea�ng an operator is over-abstrac�ng the problemCrea�ng an operator is over-abstrac�ng the problem
You now have an extra component suscep�ble to failureYou now have an extra component suscep�ble to failure



Case #2: Apps you maintainCase #2: Apps you maintain

 

Isn't an operator just another microservice?Isn't an operator just another microservice?
- No: microservices remain abstracted from one another. - No: microservices remain abstracted from one another. Operators inherently don't.Operators inherently don't.



Operators (and CRD controllers) makeOperators (and CRD controllers) make
your security burden heavieryour security burden heavier



Alterna�ves to operatorsAlterna�ves to operators



CRD controllerCRD controller

 

Not trying to manage state at all is easier to do safelyNot trying to manage state at all is easier to do safely



(source: )XKCD #1205

Do nothingDo nothing
- Automa�on isn't worth it if you aren't- Automa�on isn't worth it if you aren't
saving �mesaving �me

https://xkcd.com/1205/






No-code operator frameworksNo-code operator frameworks

 

Top-level controller implements the management primi�vesTop-level controller implements the management primi�ves
You write declara�ve config to implement your operator logicYou write declara�ve config to implement your operator logic



Run outside the clusterRun outside the cluster

 

No longer limited in scale or architecture by needing to fit into the clusterNo longer limited in scale or architecture by needing to fit into the cluster
- But you will s�ll have to manage RBAC, and handle authen�ca�on- But you will s�ll have to manage RBAC, and handle authen�ca�on



When operators are neededWhen operators are needed



Case #1: Someone else's appCase #1: Someone else's app

 

...and its state ...and its state hashas to be managed inside Kubernetes to be managed inside Kubernetes
Definitely not idealDefinitely not ideal
Engage the app maintainers as early and o�en as possibleEngage the app maintainers as early and o�en as possible
- They might even be willing to take on smaller state-handling feature requests- They might even be willing to take on smaller state-handling feature requests



Case #2: Compa�bility shimsCase #2: Compa�bility shims

 

Your app can take fuller advantage of Kubernetes featuresYour app can take fuller advantage of Kubernetes features
- The operator provides state handling to run your app in older versions of k8s- The operator provides state handling to run your app in older versions of k8s
- The operator provides func�ons for your app that have not landed in Kubernetes yet- The operator provides func�ons for your app that have not landed in Kubernetes yet
This is fine on a This is fine on a temporarytemporary basis basis



You need an operator... but maybe youYou need an operator... but maybe you
shouldn't write itshouldn't write it



Case #1: You don't have a map yetCase #1: You don't have a map yet

 

You should not write an operator for things un�l:You should not write an operator for things un�l:
- you've spent as long - you've spent as long recovering from failure or dealing with lack of managementrecovering from failure or dealing with lack of management
- as it would reasonably take you to write the operator- as it would reasonably take you to write the operator
Failure is where we learnFailure is where we learn
- Learning from failure is even more cri�cal when we automate- Learning from failure is even more cri�cal when we automate



What about rou�ne opera�ons?What about rou�ne opera�ons?

 

Is that all you're doing?Is that all you're doing?
- If so, look at some of the non-operator methods of handling these tasks first- If so, look at some of the non-operator methods of handling these tasks first



Case #2: 0.x app versionsCase #2: 0.x app versions

 

An operator with no forward compa�bility assurance is a �me sink wai�ng to happenAn operator with no forward compa�bility assurance is a �me sink wai�ng to happen
Don't assume 1.x means SemVer-level stability is in effectDon't assume 1.x means SemVer-level stability is in effect



Case #3: Did you talk to the owner?Case #3: Did you talk to the owner?

 

The app owner knows their app be�er than anyoneThe app owner knows their app be�er than anyone
...in fact, they might already be wri�ng what you need...in fact, they might already be wri�ng what you need



I'm wri�ng an operator, now what?I'm wri�ng an operator, now what?



Pre-Operator Checklist (con�nued)Pre-Operator Checklist (con�nued)

 

Understand Understand 
Get started looking at Get started looking at 

CRDs and ControllersCRDs and Controllers
the operator landscapethe operator landscape

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/extend-kubernetes/api-extension/custom-resources/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/extend-kubernetes/operator/


Choosing to use a frameworkChoosing to use a framework

 

Can you write in one of your preferred languages?Can you write in one of your preferred languages?
Does its model fit both into your environment and into your head?Does its model fit both into your environment and into your head?
Does the framework maintainer provide framework-related services you want toDoes the framework maintainer provide framework-related services you want to
use?use?



Final thoughtsFinal thoughts



When you write that operator:When you write that operator:

 

Maintain loose couplingMaintain loose coupling
Remember, no code is o�en be�erRemember, no code is o�en be�er
Write what you know (then stop)Write what you know (then stop)



More infoMore info
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